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1+ Introductim 
2. &tnatrsids 
An Z-nt~rfpis 8 @- I matrix having thk. I+ 7 .Fyaty tha? some permuta- - 
tion of its distinct ~ofutnns is the matrix J: I,* fair some intttgcr r 2 ‘1. 
JP is the r * r matrix of all 1’s and lr is thbz F X r identity. Given an [-mai- 
trix with r rows. the follc:wing propertie!; arts immediate from the definition: 
t‘vt’v ic.stt:mn cont3ins exactly ant 0, 
every ruw contains at iejst one 0. 
ifr = 3, then the symmetric’ differenoc of ;tny two rows is the 
third; and 
ifr > 3. then the symrnetrk difference of no two rows contains 
another row. 
Prod. Denote the wt cd columns of A by E. Lzt C: be the cdlt”ction of 
subsets of k whick have the rows of A its incidence vectors. 
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the circuits through 3 given ~11 F unirlutAy determine 311 iircuits of 
thtz naatroid - this conclusion is deduced by considering all lines de- 
tmnitlcd by &cuits containing c’. 
The abr.~e proof ac‘tuallv gives a st rongr result than is claimed in the d 
thc”orem. 
As a L:Qnsequence of Theorem 3.5, Lemma 3.6 and (;I), we have the 
f&Wing: 
We remark in chxing that one can ask a more general question than 
:hat d&t with in the theorems of Section 3. In particular, suppose t is 
a coifection of ncxrcomparable but otherwise arbitrary subsets of some 
finite set E. R’hen is it true that C is the coliectisn of circuits of a binazy 
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matraid on E! Theorem 3.4, of course, provides one kind of answer, 
but it it: not hard to see that Theorems 3.5 and 3.7 do not. For a nice 
result in the spirit of Thcori-ms 3.5 and 3.7, see [ I, (47PJ. 
Added in proof. The following unpublished result was (Mained in 1965 
hy Ldman: A “path collection” corresponds to a binary matroid if and 
on11 if the symmetric differerlce of any three paths contains a path. A 
proof of this result follows Cram the theorem in IS] topethsr with Theo- 
rc’m 3.7 of this paper. 
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